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FOREWARD 

I bought a Multi-Game Hunter in early September '92, and was (as are most) 
very happy with the unit. After time, however, the filenames started 
getting to me. Every time I did a new backup, I had to use 'SF' or 'MD' 
for the first 2 letters on the file depending on whether the game was Genesis 
or Super Nintendo. So, in a small fit of rage, I tore off the VOID stickers 
and opened this sucker up. Inside, to my delight, was a simple 27C256 Eprom 
that I was sure could be simply modified. Unfortunately, I had no access to 
a 68000 · disassembler, and my knowledge of both units internal calls were nil. 
Yet, I set out to search the file I had acquired from my Eprom for anything 
that looked like 'MD' or 'SF'. My luck held out, and I quickly removed those 
annoying little buggers. Of course, the Genesis just required simple text 
alterations, but the SNES portion had to be disassembled and sifted through. 
Using a nice little 65816 disassembler (DSFX 1.20 [c] 1992 The Voice Over), 
I managed to learn some basics of the routines, and proceeded to shred the 
program to tiny bits. What follows are my quickly hacked modifications. 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

To make this modification, you will need a 27C256 (you can use the one already 

in your MGH if you have an eraser) and a suitable Eprom programmer. Thats it! 
Just burn the baby and off you go! 

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE 

= Version 1.3a - Oct 22, 1992 = 
, 

, 

Simple modification, removed MD and SF headers. All 8 letters before the 
extension can now be used for the file name, excepting an A for the last of the 
8 characters. An A character will make the unit think this is 1/2 of a game. 
The extension was not modified, it must be .0 or blank. NOTE: On Genesis 
units, a .0 denotes a binary (MGH/MGD2) file, no extension is SMD format. On 
the MGH files, any two characters you like can follow the .0 in the extension. 
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Version 1.3b - Jan 13, 1992 = 

I decided to forget the Genesis side until I can get a good 68000 disassembler. 

Until then, I modified the SNES portion to be more to my liking by removing 

the extensions. All the same rules as before still apply, except you can now 

use any extension you like. This is impossible for the Genesis portion of the 

BIOS, since the Genesis can't recognize the difference between MGH and SMD 

format files without using the .0 extension (MGH), or no extension (SMD). 

= Version 1.3c - Jan 13, 1992 = 

Had time to play around with the SNES portion a bit more. Made a few changes 
as well as some discoveries. The 'SMART' save feature is now back! I finally 

figured out the problem, and the game will now enter the filename for you when 

you try to save your SRAM. I know a number of people that will be happy about 

this fix. I've also eliminated the problem on the SNES with the 8th character. 

You can make it A or B and the file loads without asking for a NEXT disk. For 

partials, use the extension of .1 or .2 for the files. I only have one split 

file, Street Fighter II, and by naming the files STFIGHT2.1 and STFIGHT2.2 

the game loads fine. I haven't been able to COPY a split file yet, so I don't 

really know what will happen. If it uses A and B, just rename the files to the 
above format after the backup is done. Due to this change, your file extension 

cannot start with a 1 or 2. Also, don't use 'S' as the first character of the 

file extension. The 'S' is reserved for SRAM files, and I modified the Bios so 

that a file with that extension will not even show up on the Run menu. 

=Version 1.3d- Jan 15,1992 = 

More SNES modifications made. I removed the .2 extension files from the display 

under 'Run File'. This way, if you have both parts on 1 disk, you will only see 

and be able to load the first part (.1 extension) of the file. I also fixed 

the auto-load area, so if both parts are on the same disk, the MGH kicks into 
the second file without asking you for a NEXT disk. This is very useful on 

the new Boxer format files, which seem to only work for me is split in 2 parts. 

The 'Write IC to Disk' on large files is also fixed now. For some reason, the 

file entry area fills with weird characters, but just enter the filename you 

would like over this crap and hit OK. The files will now be split as . 1 and .2 
instead of the A and B, so you no longer have to rename them. 

CONCLUDING NOTES 

Well, that's about all for now. I don't see anything more I need to do for 
the SNES. I'm now ready to tackle the Genesis side, but need a good program 

that will disassemble the 68000 instruction code. I'm sure there are many of 

you out there that want this modification, but don't have an EPROM programmer. 

All I can say to you is; find a nice cheap one and buy it. I'm using an IBM 
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8-bit card attached to a ZIF socket that's made by Needhams's Electronics. 
It's a nice device, handles a lot of different chips, and is under $200 at 
most stores. Once you get a programmer, you can start having fun by putting 
your own name in your computers BIOS or DOS, or maybe open up all your VCR's 
and play with any chips you find inside. It's endless fun for the whole family. 

••• NEW RELEASE NOTE ••• 

= Version 1.4a - August 2, 1993 = 

Simply put, this is the new BIOS for the new MGH units with 24Meg expansion. 
It's functionality is basically the same as the previous versions. No new 
modifications were made. 

Be sure to call our Home BBS "The SeWer LiNe BBS" 510-427-4374 
CONSOLE files, On Line Ordering for CONSOLES (MGH's) and you could EVEN WIN 
a FREE MGH! If you don't have a Eprom burner we will burn it for you! Call 
our BBS for free details! 

ThE SeWer LiNe BBS 
510-427-4374 

Please do not add to this read me or to this file. 
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